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Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Editorial

Stronger banks pull ahead
as weaker banks decline
The dominant theme of 2020 was of course COVID-19; any
analysis needs to recognize its effects on society and the
economy. While the pandemic produced a crisis for many
industries, however, the impact on Swiss private banking was
more moderate than many initially feared in March last year.
The stronger, typically larger, banks proved to be remarkably
resilient. This is due to the investments they have made in
recent years in stringent cost-control, capabilities to acquire new
clients to grow Net New Money (NNM), and improving client
offerings and services – which helped to stabilize commission
margins. As a result, they withstood the pandemic relatively
well – including consequent interest rate cuts – to maintain
gross profitability, generate healthy levels of NNM, and even
improve their cost-income ratio by around 2 percentage points.
Weaker banks were hit harder. As well as reduced interest
income, many of them suffered negative NNM and shrinking
Asset under Management (AuM), which compounded the
external shocks. This contributed to a 9% fall in the
industry-wide median operating income margin and an almost
6 percentage points rise in the median cost-income ratio to
nearly 86%.

a real step forward, with 70% of banks recording lower
personnel expense margins. The number of FTEs fell across
the industry and all bank sizes, and the median AuM per
FTE rose to a 10-year high.
The message is clear: investments are paying dividends.
This strengthening of the industry is being reinforced by a
surge in M&A activity, with eight consolidation deals being
announced since the easing of the lockdown in mid-2020,
largely between smaller banks seeking to gain scale.
One final point we would like to pick up on is Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) considerations. Only about 20
banks have stated in their annual reports or on their websites
that ESG is a key strategic priority for them. This is despite
demand from private banking clients growing extremely
quickly. This situation needs addressing urgently. ESG could
become a key differentiator if banks use sustainable finance
offerings to attract a new generation of clients and new client
segments. In the face of stiff competition from other wealth
management centers, it could help position Switzerland as a
global leader in this field.

One area of progress that most banks have in common is
personnel expense efficiency. We have said for some time that
this must improve if banks are to grow profitability. 2020 saw

As you consider what is next for your bank, we would be
happy to discuss with you our perspectives on how your bank
– and Switzerland’s private banking industry more generally –
is performing.

Philipp Rickert
Partner, Head of Financial Services

Christian Hintermann
Partner, Financial Services
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Consolidation surge
Consolidation hit a record high following the easing of the first
COVID-19 lockdown in 2020, with eight consolidation deals
announced since. Those deals that had closed by 31 July 2021
led the number of Swiss private banks to drop to 96. Once the
remaining deals have closed and taking into account the potential
for more deals given current margin pressures and high valuations,
we expect the next 12 months to see around 90 banks remain.

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Key messages

Pulling ahead
The polarization between the strongest and weakest banks
accelerated in 2020, with the number of Weak and Lower Mid banks
rising by one-quarter while the number of Strong banks remained
steady. Strong banks’ performances amid severe market and
pandemic challenges is testimony to the investments they have
made in recent years to build resilience by consistently attracting
new clients, growing their business and enhancing efficiency.
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NNM highs
At CHF 94.5bn or 3.3%, Net New Money (NNM) in 2020 was the
highest since 2010 in both absolute and relative terms. While more
than half of banks reported positive NNM in 2020, CHF 92.3bn of
this NNM was generated by seven of the largest banks, and many
banks continued to struggle – sending the median lower to the
10-year average of 0.7%.

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Key messages

Income margin lows
Operating income margin fell at 83% of banks. This continued decline
saw only 6% of banks post operating income margins above 120bps
in 2020, compared to 35% of banks in 2010. The median operating
income margin also fell by 8bps to 81bps, the lowest on record, with
a key driver being the sharp cut in US interest rates. The stronger
banks proved resilient by absorbing such external shocks with no
significant negative impact on profitability.
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Personnel efficiency
With personnel expenses constituting around 70% of a bank’s cost
base, banks have needed for some time to improve personnel
expense efficiency in order to increase profitability. This seems to
be happening, with 70% of banks recording lower personnel expense
margins in 2020. The number of FTEs in the industry also fell across
all sizes of bank for the first time in ten years, helping to raise median
AuM per FTE to a 10-year high.

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Key messages

ESG opportunities
Many banks have developed sustainable investing offerings in recent
years, and around 20 banks state in their annual reports or websites
that ESG (environmental, social and governance) is a strategic priority.
Others are being slower to secure the opportunity. More banks need
to act if they are to win new generations of clients for whom ESG
is a concern, differentiate themselves from their international peers,
and position Switzerland as a world leader in the field.
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Number of private banks
and M&A
A slow start during the first lockdown in 2020 was followed by a burst of M&A
activity with the announcement of eight consolidation deals by mid-2021.
With some of these deals now executed and closed, the number of private
banks in Switzerland dipped below the hundred mark, to 96. Closing the
remaining transactions will see this fall to 93. As deal activity has remained
strong in 2021 so far, we expect more banks to exit the market by the end
of the year.

Eight consolidation deals in 12 months
After a slow start during the lockdown in Q2 2020, M&A
activity exploded from July onwards. Six consolidation
deals were announced between July and December
2020, and two more in 2021. Consolidation deals almost
reached 2015’s record level, while the total number of
deals in 2020 approached the highs of 2017 and 2018.
The largest of these consolidation transactions was
Fideuram-Intesa Sanpaolo’s acquisition of Reyl & Cie,
which had CHF 13bn in AuM at the end of 2020.
This deal demonstrated how Italy’s largest private bank
is continuing its inorganic growth strategy in Switzerland
after merging with Banque Morval in 2019.

Number of banks falls below 100
Driven by high M&A activity, the number of banks fell
to 96 by 31 July 2021.
This excludes the following three deals that had been
announced but not closed by 31 July 2021: Reyl & Cie,
Banque Pâris Bertrand, and Millennium Banque Privée
– BCP (Suisse). Once they close and the banking licenses
are returned, the number of banks will fall to 93.
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Number of Swiss private banks by AuM
2010 – 7M 2021

163
158
21
22

147
22

138
131

37
22

33

23

119
114

34

105

108

21

33

106

20

101
20

31
103

99

18
18

29

18

29

91

29

96
18

34
33

83

34

77

34

69
65
59
54
50

2010

2011

2012

2013

Large (AuM >CHF 25bn)
Medium (AuM CHF 5bn – CHF 25bn)
Small (AuM <CHF 5bn)
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2016
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47

2020

44

7M 2021
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Number of announced M&A deals
(buyer, target or seller is a Swiss private bank)
2010 – 7M 2021
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3
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4
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2
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4
7

12
7

9

3

10

10

4

2

1
10

10

1

9
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1
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2

5
6

6

3

5
4

4

5

4
3
2

2010

6

2011
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2013

2014

2015

Sale outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Acquisition of a Swiss private bank by a new entrant
Acquisition outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Swiss domestic transaction involving a Swiss private bank
Swiss consolidation transaction involving two Swiss private banks
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1

2

2

2019
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Six exits abroad across four countries since
February 2020
Banks continued to streamline their international set ups
by undertaking exits outside Switzerland.
Julius Baer and Financière SYZ exited their wealth
management operations in the Bahamas; Financière
SYZ sold their Luxembourg-based asset management
business; UBS and Credit Suisse each sold parts of
their wealth management businesses in Austria to
Liechtenstein-based competitors; and EFG sold its
remaining minority stake in a Spanish wealth manager.

Five acquisitions abroad in the past 19 months
Meanwhile, some Swiss private banks have been looking
to expanding abroad. In the past 19 months, they
acquired businesses in Asia, South America, Germany
and Luxembourg.
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Outlook: 2021 to be a strong year for consolidation
Some may have feared that uncertainties arising from
COVID-19 could negatively impact private banking
M&A. This has not been the case. There was a flurry of
M&A activity instead. Fuelled by record-high stock
markets, low interest rates, high pressure on margins and
the need for economies of scale, there was considerable
deal activity and higher prices paid compared to previous
years.

We believe a great need for consolidation remains,
particularly among smaller and mid-sized private banks.
As margin pressure on commission income continues
to burden banks, for instance, we anticipate some
shareholders will seek to capitalize on current high
valuation levels. We therefore expect deal activity to
remain high throughout 2021.

Swiss private bank transactions (excluding asset management deals)
7M 2021

Announced
date

Target

Bidder

Seller

AuM
(CHF bn)

Deal type

Jul 21

Danske Bank International SA
(Wealth management business)

Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA

Danske Bank International SA

n/d

Asset deal

Jun 21

Millennium Banque Privée – BCP
(Suisse) SA

Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA

Banco Comercial Português,
SA

3.5

Share deal

May 21

UBS Securities Ltd. (16% stake)

UBS Group AG

Guangdong Provincial
Transportation Group (14%)
& China Guodian Capital
Holdings Ltd. (1.99%)

n/d

Share deal

Apr 21

Consenso Investimentos Ltda.
(40% stake)

UBS Group AG

Consenso Investimentos Ltda.

n/d

Share deal

Apr 21

Asesores y Gestores Financieros,
SA (40.5% stake)

Management of Asesores y
Gestores Financiaros

EFG International AG

n/d

Share deal

Mar 21

HNW clients of Austrian branch
of Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) SA

Liechtensteinische Landesbank
(Österreich) AG

Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) SA

1.0

Referral deal

Feb 21

Heritage & Partners SA

n/d

Banque Heritage SA

n/d

Share deal

Jan 21

United Mizrahi Bank (Switzerland)
AG

Hyposwiss Private Bank Geneva
SA

Mizrahi-Tefahot Bank Ltd, Israel

0.5

Share deal

Jan 21

Bank of Montreal (Hong Kong
and Singapore PB business)

J. Safra Sarasin Group

Bank of Montreal

n/d

Asset deal

7M 2021

Sale outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Acquisition outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Swiss domestic transaction involving a Swiss private bank
Swiss consolidation transaction involving two Swiss private banks
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Swiss private bank transactions (excluding asset management deals)
2020

Announced
date

Target

Bidder

Seller

AuM
(CHF bn)

Deal type

Dec 20

Cogesp Compagnia di gestione
privata SA

PKB Privatbank SA

n/d

0.2

Share deal

Dec 20

UBS Austria
(Wealth management business)

LGT Bank Österreich

UBS Group AG

4.3

Share deal

Dec 20

Banque Pâris Bertrand SA

Rothschild & Co Bank AG

Banque Pâris Bertrand SA

6.5

Share deal

Nov 20

Bergos Berenberg AG
(19.9% stake)

Claus-G. Budelmann, A & S
Beteiligungen AG (family Sylvie
Mutschler - von Specht), Caretina
Vermögensverwaltungs GmbH
(Hendrik de Waal), Samum
Vermögensverwaltungs GmbH
(Dr. Hans-Wilhelm Jenckel)

Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co.
KG

6.1

Share deal

Nov 20

Banque Profil de Gestion
(60.4% stake)

One Swiss Bank SA

Banca Profilo

2.9

Merger

Nov 20

Falcon Private AG

One Swiss Bank SA

Falcon Private AG

1.1

Asset deal

Oct 20

Reyl & Cie Holding SA
(69% stake)

Fideuram-Intesa Sanpaolo Private
Banking SpA

Reyl & Cie Holding SA

13.0

Merger

Aug 20

Flowbank SA (30% stake)

Compagnie Bancaire Helvétique
SA

Flowbank SA

n/d

Share deal

Jul 20

Landolt & Cie SA

ODDO BHF (Schweiz) AG

Thierry Lombard, Landolt Holding
SA, Landolt Capital SA

3.0

Merger

Jul 20

Private Client Partners AG

Banque Bonhôte & Cie SA

M.M.Warburg & Co.

1.9

Share deal

Jun 20

EFG International
(Ticino-based retail business)

Banca dello Stato del Canton
Ticino

EFG International AG

1.2

Asset deal

Apr 20

Julius Baer Bank (Bahamas) Ltd.

Ansbacher (Bahamas) Ltd.

Julius Baer Group Limited

1.0

Share deal

Mar 20

Syz Asset Management
(Luxembourg) SA

iM Global Partner

Financière SYZ SA

n/d

Share deal

Feb 20

Syz Bank (Bahamas) Limited

Nexos Asset Management
Limited

Financière SYZ SA

n/d

Share deal

Jan 20

IMAP M&A Consultants AG
(75.1% stake)

Frankfurter Bankgesellschaft
(Schweiz) AG

IMAP M&A Consultants AG

n/d

Share deal

2020

Sale outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Acquisition outside Switzerland by a Swiss private bank
Swiss domestic transaction involving a Swiss private bank
Swiss consolidation transaction involving two Swiss private banks
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COVID-19 performance impact
The pandemic’s impact on the Swiss private banking industry may have
been more moderate than on other industries, but 2020 annual reports
suggest that CEOs’ performance expectations for the year back in July 2020
were overly optimistic.

Basis of analysis
In July 2020 we interviewed 27 C-level executives –
mainly CEOs – to gain their views on COVID-19’s impacts
on the Swiss private banking industry. These findings
were presented in last year’s study.
In addition, this year the University of St.Gallen (HSG)
analyzed 83 private banks’ 2020 annual reports, as well
as 250 statements addressing banks’ situations during
the pandemic.

High transaction volumes in 1H 2020
Some banks saw exceptionally high transaction
volumes driven by the market volatility in 1H 2020 which
benefited both commission and trading flow income.
Higher average AuM volumes in 2020 also benefited
asset-based net commission income.
For the full-year, large banks reported the largest
increases in net commission income and net trading
income in 2020 of 8.3% and 14.7%, respectively.

The US Federal Reserve’s impact
By 1H 2020 CEOs expected their 2020 results would be
above both budget and prior year, but they recognized
that their 2H 2020 interest income would be challenged
by the US Federal Reserve’s 150bps reduction in the
Fed Funds rate in March 2020 to near-zero. This decrease
came when Swiss Franc and Euro short-term rates
were already negative, compounding the difficult interest
rate environment.

NNM rose, except at small banks
On the back of Switzerland’s global reputation as a safe
haven, CEOs expected their NNM to rise short-term,
though some feared travel restrictions might have a
negative NNM impact in the medium-to-long term.

Most banks actually suffered significant declines in
net interest income in 2020 (from – 30% for large and
medium banks to – 40% for small banks) and the
resulting US Dollar depreciation caused US Dollar-based
revenue to decline in Swiss Franc terms.

Lombard loan losses were limited
CEOs expected loan defaults to give rise to only small
credit losses in 2020.

Looking at the full year 2020, large and medium banks
attracted record NNM (+CHF 97bn combined) while
small players saw negative NNM (– CHF 2.6bn).

Most of the increase in 2020’s industry credit losses
(from CHF 126m to CHF 597m), which comprised
lombard, mortgage and other lending, was due to one
bank, whose credit losses included trade finance
exposures. Overall, the number of banks reporting an
increase in credit losses was fairly stable at 31 in
2020 against 28 in 2019 (of the 83 banks in our sample).

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
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COVID-19 impact buzzwords identified
in banks’ 2020 annual reports

Lower costs from restricted travel and marketing
CEOs expected home-working to benefit their results
in the form of lower travel and office expenses.
The fall in travel and marketing activities led to cost
savings for most banks, lowering industry general and
administrative expenses by 9% or CHF 388m.
Digitalization expected to continue
According to CEOs, long-term trends such as digital
transformation have accelerated. We observed a 327%
increase in keywords concerning digitalization in
private banks’ annual reports over the past ten years.
Following two years of rising IT expenses and increasing
investments in software and hardware, however, we
noted lower investments and lower IT-related costs in
2020. We believe this is largely due to banks being

cautious during a year of crisis, and that investments in
IT will pick up again.
Positive messaging prevalent
Most banks mentioned the impacts of the pandemic on
their performance fewer than five times in their annual
reports and statements. Three banks did not mention it
at all.
The tonality of statements was positive (62%) across
all performance clusters. Most banks emphasized their
resilience and ability to adapt.
Only 5% had negative tonality, with many banks
mentioning weaknesses with regard to client onboarding
and high market volatility. We saw few statements
addressing future threats and opportunities.
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ESG at Switzerland’s private banks:
Building momentum
ESG refers to the systematic consideration of environmental, social and governance
factors in a business’ operations. While it has been a niche topic in private banking
for many years, it is now gaining momentum – driven by client and investor demand
as well as policy makers’ expectations. Larger banks in particular have understood the
strategic importance of this topic and are pulling ahead of their peers as sustainability
heads into the mainstream.

The market for sustainable investments is growing at
a stellar rate. In 2020 it grew by 31% to CHF 1.5tn
in Switzerland alone, according to Swiss Sustainable
Finance. For many years, demand was driven by
institutional investors for whom it has become a must
have. Demand from private banking clients has also been
increasing rapidly in recent years.
ESG is not only about offering sustainable investment
options, however. It is also a top priority for policy makers
in Switzerland and abroad who are focused on financial
stability, investor protection, and strengthening the
financial sector’s role in financing the transition to a more
sustainable economic system.

ESG gains exposure in annual reports and on
websites
The University of St.Gallen (HSG) systematically analyzed
the annual reports of the banks in our study to see
how often ESG and related keywords were mentioned.
We supplemented this analysis with a website review
on the visibility of ESG. The results highlight significant
disparities between Switzerland’s banks.

ESG mentions in annual reports
ESG as a term was mentioned in only 16 banks’ annual
reports in 2020, a total number of 25 times. This is far
ahead of the total of six mentions it received in 2018,
though still far less prominent than other major topics
addressed by boards and management teams: ‘crisis’
(169 times), ‘digital’ (149) and ‘regulation’ (124) all
featured more in 2020 annual reports. The term ESG (25)
got more mentions than ‘crypto’ (9) or ‘fintech’ (8) in
2020, however. It is also interesting to note that ‘digital’
was ahead of ‘regulation’ for the first time since 2010.
As it may be too narrow to look only at the term ESG,
HSG also applied a dictionary-based approach in which
the texts were searched for ESG-related words. This
search focused on the sections of the annual report in
which senior management is more involved, in particular
the foreword, letter to shareholders, management
report and management interviews – as these sections
are typically used to highlight strategic priorities. The use
of relevant words in these sections of annual reports has
increased by 50% since 2018 and doubled since 2010.
Interestingly, mentions in 2010 related mainly to
G(overnance), while the recent increase relates to words
around S(ocial). E(nvironmental)-related words are still
rarely used.
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ESG offerings on websites
A bank’s website is typically its major communication
channel with clients and prospective clients, and
to present its service offerings. ESG is much more
prominent on private banks’ websites than in their annual
reports. This is especially the case for large banks,
where the focus is on positioning sustainable finance
offerings to clients. Of the 50 banks – or 60% of our
sample – that offer ESG solutions on their websites,
ESG has:
• High visibility at 22 banks which present it as a key
theme
• Medium visibility at 21 banks which present it as one
of a number of themes
• Low visibility at 7 banks, which refer simply to certain
offerings comprising a limited ESG component.

For 33 banks, there is no visibility of an ESG offering
or ESG strategy on their websites.
22 banks, or 27% of our sample, present
information on the integration of ESG into
their firm strategy, thereby going beyond the
pure product/offering angle and addressing
ESG in a much broader manner.
Overall, the large banks all offer ESG solutions,
while only 41% of the small private banks do so.
This highlights the disparities between large and
small Swiss private banks.
It is also noteworthy that banks seem to implement
ESG solutions at a product level significantly more
often than it is addressed as a key strategic topic in
the annual report.

ESG visibility on Swiss private banks’ websites
ESG visibility on websites by bank
Bank size

# banks

# ESG
mentioned

mentioned
in %

High

Medium

Low

Large

16

16

100 %

10

6

0

Medium

30

19

63 %

7

9

3

Small

37

15

41 %

5

6

4

Total

83

50

60 %

22

21

7

Conclusion: A two-speed industry

Our analysis identifies two key trends:
1. Larger banks have moved more quickly to respond
to client demand by adding sustainable investment
options to their product shelves
2. When it comes to ESG, banks still communicate
more around their product offerings than the
strategic implementation of the topic within their
broader operations.

Given the ambition of Switzerland’s banking industry to
become a leading center for sustainable finance, these
findings reveal significant need for action. The lack of
sustainable investment options is a missed opportunity
for growth. Many Swiss private banks still need to
integrate ESG much more in their operations. This should
take two things into account: firstly, how topics such as
climate change, biodiversity loss or human rights impact
them and their clients from a financial and non-financial
perspective, and secondly, how the bank meaningfully
contributes to addressing these issues, thereby building
credibility and excellence and helping to differentiate
them from their international peers.
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Sustainability and
the future of
Swiss private banking
Christian Hintermann, Partner, Financial Services
at KPMG, interviewed Reto Ringger, founder and
CEO of Globalance Bank

Sustainable investing has taken more than a
generation to go mainstream in private banking and
asset management. It is now rapidly becoming
more important. Reto Ringger, founder of
Globalance Bank and pioneer of sustainable finance,
explains which client groups are particularly
interested in the topic, and what mistakes
traditional private banks are still making today.
[F ROM L EFT TO R IGHT ]

Reto Ringger, founder and CEO of Globalance Bank
Christian Hintermann, Partner, Financial Services

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Chapter III: Interview with Reto Ringger, founder and CEO of Globalance Bank AG
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About Globalance Bank
Globalance is the pioneer in sustainable finance, implementing sustainable
principles beyond asset management. Twenty years before these issues
became mainstream, Globalance’s founders were already grappling with
the challenge of how to measure sustainability, translate it into a
return-oriented portfolio, and transparently show investors the impact of
their investments. Globalance is committed to a financial market that is
both respectful and inclusive of the economy, society and environment.
About Reto Ringger

Mr. Ringger holds a degree in economics (lic. oec. publ.) from the
University of Zurich. He served as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of
WWF Switzerland from 2012 to 2016. In July 2019, he was awarded an
honorary doctorate from the International University in Geneva (IUG) for
his extraordinary achievements and numerous innovations in the field of
sustainable investments.

Photos by Martin Bissig

Reto Ringger is founder and CEO of Globalance Bank. He founded the
SAM Group – the world’s first provider to focus on sustainable investments
– back in 1995. The company’s great success proved his pioneering spirit
right: In 2008, he sold the prospering SAM Group to the Robeco Group.
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“There are currently still more questions than answers
around sustainable investment strategies.”

Christian Hintermann You’ve

been focusing on
sustainable investing for more than 25 years,
creating your first ESG company SAM, or
Sustainable Asset Management, in 1995.
Why has it taken so long for the topic to go
mainstream?

Reto Ringger That’s right, it’s taken a whole generation
since SAM was founded for the issue to become
widely accepted. The financial sector turned a blind eye
to the topic. Other industries were quicker to evolve.
Reinsurers, for example, were already using early models
and statistics on climate developments in the 1980s.
Now, the regulator is driving progress in the world of
banking and asset management, which also comes
with a risk of over-regulation. We can draw parallels in
this development with the situation in the automotive
industry. Established brands failed to catch on to
e-mobility in time and are now paying heavily to make
up for the innovation lag, while pioneers have already
been able to establish themselves in the industry.

What were the most important lessons you
learned as an early mover?
My biggest lesson as a pioneer was realizing that
communication is such a crucial element in this topic. You
have to do a lot of explaining on the subject of sustainable
investing, which is complex and multi-layered. It makes
dialogue with clients more challenging. Our client profile
tends to be people who are curious, interested and
ask a lot of questions. So we have to afford customer
relationship management and support the highest
priority. There’s often an element of subjectivity when
it comes to views on sustainability issues. You can’t
just say that something is – or is not – sustainable. In
addition, professional wealth management can only be
carried out properly if the issue of sustainability is taken
into account along the entire value chain.

Switzerland has long played a pioneering role
in the area of sustainability, with certain banks
and portfolio managers focusing on the topic
at an early stage. But other financial centers
now appear to be investing significantly and
gaining in importance. What can Switzerland
do to stay at the forefront?
Switzerland has indeed produced numerous pioneers
in the field. These days, though, I tend to see Swiss
companies as followers in the financial sector. It’s a
highly dynamic industry worldwide and the big players in
international asset and wealth management in particular
have sharpened their sustainability focus. You see it both
in passive investment as well as specialized investment
products and strategies. Switzerland can no longer
lead the field as a whole, but there are one or two niche
areas where Swiss providers can still offer innovative
solutions. By that I mean, for example, private banking
and wealth management, where the global market’s ESG
focus is not yet at the level of institutional investment.
Impact investing is also underdeveloped. If the Swiss
financial sector succeeds in agreeing on a common
strategy, we have a good chance of positioning ourselves
well in the future.

To what extent do the financial sector and
individual companies need to demonstrate
credibility in meeting certain ESG standards?
Credibility is an absolute prerequisite. Pressure on the
economy and companies will intensify significantly. For
clients and employees alike, it’s vital that sustainability be
reflected not only at the product level; it also needs to
be implemented credibly in the behavior of individuals
and in long-term strategy.

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
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In that case, it’s not enough to simply sell a
few ESG-compliant products. How deep
does cultural change have to go if a private
bank wishes to position itself credibly with
an ESG-focused client base?
If you, as a financial institution, are committed to this
topic, you have to implement your sustainability approach
holistically. Big promises in marketing or large-scale
sponsoring activities are not enough if those values and
principles are not also applied in asset management,
and you suddenly start touting oil stocks, for example,
as an attractive investment. Clients are watching very
closely to see how seriously we – including as a
company – take the concept of sustainability. Where
does the coffee we offer clients come from? Why are
plastic cover sheets used for presentations?

Clients’ ESG requirements are very personal
and individual. What does that mean for the
bank, processes, and the client relationship?
Sustainability is often subjective, and investors have their
own individual ideas. Nevertheless, around 80% of our
clients invest in the investment strategies we propose.
The other 20% have special requests and specific
exclusion criteria. A certain degree of standardization
and scalability are important for us. Achieving that also
depends largely on the skills of the client relationship
managers.

How is this affecting the role of the client
relationship manager and bank in the advisory
process?
Today, client relationship managers already face
challenges in light of the many investment and
compliance topics. Sustainability adds a further
dimension. But it’s not just the advisory process that is
becoming more demanding. Portfolio composition and
the corresponding reporting are as well. The game
changer for banks will be when they suddenly start
talking to clients about value beyond finance and
returns. But they’ll only manage that if customer
relationship managers are genuinely interested in the
topic and share the philosophy.

What tools do you use in the advisory process,
and how can you convince clients that the
investments made actually meet their needs?
Personal exchange is and will remain the most important
element of client contact. However, with our Globalance
World platform, we have developed a tool that allows
clients to track and better understand their assets.
The digital globe shows things like climate temperature,
footprint and megatrends. Although face-to-face
opportunities were limited during coronavirus restrictions,
I was amazed at how easy it was to build trusting
relationships with new clients just through digital
channels. We enjoyed very strong growth in 2020 despite
all the restrictions.
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“The game changer for all banks will be
when they suddenly start talking to clients
about value beyond finance and returns.”

Return versus purpose – do you see this as a
conflict for the client and bank?
I’ve been in the sustainable investment business for over
25 years, and have faced this question from the very
beginning. Now, though, concerns about yield sacrifice
have largely subsided as we have real results and
numerous studies. Above all because more and more
very large institutional investors are now fully committed
to these issues and systematically integrate ESG.

Can a bank dispense entirely with
sustainable investing as an option?
I don’t think so; the bank would probably keep losing
clients over the years. Allow me to draw another
comparison with the automotive industry. Every new
car today has one or more airbags. As a supplier, you
can no longer sell new cars without airbags. On the
one hand, the regulator forces you to do so, while on
the other, consumers demand them. We’re currently
observing the same development when it comes to
the sustainability of investments.

Put another way: Can you run a bank profitably
if it focuses heavily on its ESG offering and
ESG compliance?
Profitability is not about how sustainable the offering is.
Profitability is the result of a shrewd corporate strategy
plus process efficiency and the implementation and
performance capabilities of the bank’s offering. The most
expensive option in terms of banks’ profitability and
credibility is to run sustainability and non-sustainability
lines in parallel. But that is exactly what many institutions
are doing at the moment. I don’t think this model is fit
for the future.

Studies suggest that the client base for
sustainable investing is young, female and
very wealthy. Which client segments hold
the most promise in your view?
We divide potential clients into two segments. At the
top are what we call believers. These clients are very
committed and convinced of the sustainability approach
and would probably also forego some returns for the
sake of the cause. They make up a very small minority.
The much larger proportion, known as do cares, want
their investments to bring both a market return and a
positive impact. This segment makes up about 30 – 40%
of the market, and the trend is rising. Investors in this
group tend to be younger and many are women. The
average age of our client base is around 55, which
is low compared to traditional private banks. Heirs,
foundations and family offices are particularly interested
in sustainable investments, and they’re also increasingly
paying attention to the impact of their portfolios.

One last question: Where should a private
bank invest most in order to position itself
credibly toward clients if it does not yet have
an ESG focus?
As a provider, I would focus primarily on recruiting and
training customer relationship managers. Adjustments in
presentation and marketing are less investment-intensive.
Most important is the investment in cultural change, in
a genuine sustainability strategy that is brought to life
at the company.
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AuM development
As positive markets balanced out negative currency effects, performance was flat
overall, with NNM of +3.3% in 2020 being the only positive contributor to industry
AuM (Assets under Management).
Industry NNM hit a record high at CHF 94.5bn, with 95% generated by large banks
(NNM of 3.6%) while small banks reported negative NNM of – 2.9%.

AuM growth slowed significantly
AuM grew by 3% in 2020 compared to 14% in 2019,
due to a lack of performance growth in 2020 against
10% performance growth the previous year.

NNM driven mainly by large players
NNM of CHF 94.5bn, or 3.3%, in 2020 represents the
highest NNM growth since 2010 in both relative and
absolute terms.

Market performance gains offset by currency losses
On an industry-wide view, market performance
rebounded well into positive territory after March 2020’s
drop, only to be offset by negative currency performance
from the weakening USD. The result was that the year
finished flat overall.

Large players were responsible for 95% of this, or
around CHF 90bn. NNM at small banks, which form the
majority in our sample, turned negative following a
positive 2019.

We estimate that the negative USD performance in 2020
was around CHF 100bn or – 3.5%.

Overall, 48 banks (58% of our sample) reported positive
NNM and 35 banks reported negative NNM.
M&A had little impact on 2020 industry AuM
As some of the more sizeable deals announced in 2020
only closed in 2021, M&A did not have any significant
impact on 2020’s AuM figures.
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AuM
in CHF bn

2,943
2,862
2,504

31 Dec 2020

31 Dec 2019

31 Dec 2018

AuM development
1 January 2019 – 31 December 2020
in CHF bn

95
(6)

32
239

2,943
(2)

(5)

2,862

16

71

2,504

01/01/19

NNM

Performance

M&A

Other

31/12/2019

NNM

Performance

M&A

Other

31/12/2020
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Industry financial statements
Large banks fared better in 2020 than medium and small banks, raising gross profit by
5% as they proved resilient to the challenges posed by the pandemic.
Small banks suffered most as credit losses and near-zero interest rates drove their
cost-income ratio 10 percentage points higher to 95%, the highest in the past five years.

Large banks (AuM > CHF 25bn)
Proved resilient
Large banks (16)
CHF m

2019

2020

Change
(30.5)%

Net interest income

2,793

1,941

Net commission income

9,653

10,456

8.3%

Net trading income

2,162

2,480

14.7%

502

358

(28.8)%

15,111

15,234

0.8%

Net other income
Operating income
Personnel expenses

(7,870)

(8,117)

3.1%

General and administrative expenses

(3,507)

(3,193)

(8.9)%

(11,377)

(11,310)

(0.6)%

Gross profit

3,734

3,924

5.1%

Net profit

2,384

2,241

(6.0)%

Operating expenses

KPIs
Average AuM (CHF bn)
Average FTEs
Income margin (bps)
o/w Net commission income
Gross profit margin (bps)
Cost-income ratio
NNM growth

2,315

2,519

8.8%

30,637

30,855

0.7%

65

60

(5)

42

42

(0)

16

16

(0)

75.3%

74.2%

(1.1)pp

3.1%

3.6%

0.5pp

Despite the severe macroeconomic and business
challenges created by the pandemic, large banks
performed well in all key growth and profitability
metrics. They also benefited from high average AuM
growth of 8.8%, fuelled by a combination of impressive
3.6% NNM growth and high AuM volume at the
end of 2019, which provided a significant tail wind for
2020 performance.
Gross profit rose by 5.1% due to a combination of
higher revenue and cost savings. Higher average AuM
and increased transaction volumes drove higher net
commission income and net trading income. Lower
operating costs were mainly driven by reduced travel,
marketing and other related costs due to pandemic
restrictions. Increases in personnel costs were very
limited and the number of FTEs fell by 1.4%. Together,
this resulted in a 1.1 percentage point improvement
in the cost-income ratio to 74.2%.
A large credit loss at just one bank accounted for
around 47% of the CHF 852m decrease in net interest
income.
Net profit fell by 6.0%, primarily from a single bank
which released around CHF 300m of its general
banking risk reserve to profit in 2019, which did not
recur in 2020.
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Medium banks (AuM CHF 5bn – 25bn)
Strong AuM growth but profitability suffered
Although average AuM increased, aided by favorable
2.4% NNM growth, medium-sized banks were unable
to overcome the CHF 163m decrease in net interest
income that was driven mainly by the cut in the US
Federal Funds rate. This cut was chiefly responsible for
their 17.2% reduction in gross profit and 1.9 percentage
point increase in cost-income ratio to 83.9%.
Medium-sized banks were the most successful in
reducing general and administrative expenses, by
10.5%. This was mainly due to lower travel,
representation and marketing expenses as a result
of the pandemic.
Net profit of CHF 192m was the lowest in the past
ten years.

Medium banks (30)
CHF m
Net interest income

2019

2020

Change
(29.5)%

554

391

1,446

1,452

0.5%

Net trading income

200

179

(10.3)%

Net other income

205

209

1.9%

Operating income

2,405

2,231

(7.2)%

Personnel expenses

(1,279)

(1,253)

(2.0)%

(692)

(619)

(10.5)%

(1,972)

(1,873)

(5.0)%

Gross profit

433

358

(17.2)%

Net profit

239

192

(19.6)%

Net commission income

General and administrative expenses
Operating expenses

KPIs
Average AuM (CHF bn)

283

298

5.2%

5,282

5,251

(0.6)%

85

75

(10)

51

49

(2)

15

12

(3)

82.0%

83.9%

1.9pp

NNM growth

1.2%

2.4%

1.2pp

Small banks (37)
CHF m

2019

2020

Change

Net interest income

183

109

(40.3)%

Net commission income

504

501

(0.5)%

Net trading income

131

115

(12.3)%

Average FTEs
Income margin (bps)
o/w Net commission income
Gross profit margin (bps)
Cost-income ratio

Small banks (AuM < CHF 5bn)
Hardest hit by the pandemic
A CHF 88m (– 70.5%) fall in gross profit was driven by
a CHF 74m (– 40.3%) decline in net interest income
due to the US Federal Funds rate cut and a CHF 26m
increase in credit losses, primarily at one bank. As a
result, the cost-income ratio grew by 9.7 percentage
points to 95.0%, a record high.

Net other income

While six small banks were Strong performers in 2020,
the vast majority of small banks were Weak and
Lower-Mid performers. Struggling small banks suffer
in various ways including lack of scale, new client
acquisition challenges (particularly for those with a
pure offshore business model) and limited opportunity
to further reduce operating costs.
Net profit in 2019 was low due to an extraordinary tax
charge of CHF 37m at one bank, and in 2020 was high
due to CHF 49m extraordinary income at two banks
resulting from gains on building sales and a release of
general banking risk reserve.
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16

(50.9)%

Operating income

850

741

(12.8)%

Personnel expenses

(482)

(463)

(4.0)%

General and administrative expenses

(243)

(241)

(0.7)%

Operating expenses

(725)

(704)

(2.9)%

125

37

(70.5)%

8

47

453.8%

Gross profit
Net profit
KPIs
Average AuM (CHF bn)
Average FTEs
Income margin (bps)
o/w Net commission income
Gross profit margin (bps)
Cost-income ratio
NNM growth

85

86

1.4%

2,127

2,110

(0.8)%

100

86

(14)

59

58

(1)

15

4

(11)

85.3%

95.0%

9.7pp

0.5%

(2.9)%

(3.4)pp
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Performance clusters
Performances diverged significantly as the number of Strong banks held firm as they
dealt with the pandemic challenges. The number of Weak banks rose to a new high
of 32 and a median cost-income ratio of 101.5%, which is the worst on record.
17 Weak banks suffered operating losses, which is another record high. They will find
survival increasingly challenging if pandemic-related issues such as near-zero interest
rates persist over a longer term.

Cost-income ratio (C/I) as a profitability metric
We use C/I as the key profitability metric to determine
the performance clusters. As the inverse of gross profit /
operating income, C/I measures gross profitability.
Compared to Return on Equity (RoE), it has the
advantage of being less impacted by one-off income
statement items and free of influence from differing
capital levels.
The Performance clusters are grouped by C/I ratio:
Strong < 70%; Upper Mid 70% – 80%; Lower Mid
80% – 90%; and Weak > 90%.
Strong banks overcame pandemic challenges
The number of Strong banks fell by a net of only three to
20 in 2020. Their business models were able to weather
the many challenges brought on by the pandemic,
including near-zero interest rates. Their median C/I ratio
even improved by 1.3 percentage points to 64.3%.

Poor performance accelerated as 11 banks became
Lower Mid or Weak performers
The number of Weak performers rose by 28% to 32 and
their median C/I deteriorated significantly by 6 percentage
points to 101.5%, which is the highest on record. 17 of
the Weak banks (53%) had C/I ratios in excess of 100%,
i.e. operating losses. Also, the number of Lower Mid
performers increased significantly from 16 in 2019 to 20
in 2020. The clear majority of banks, 63%, are now either
Weak or Lower Mid performers.
Weak banks suffered the most from pandemic-related
economic consequences such as near-zero interest rates.
Should this situation continue, Weak banks may find it
very challenging to survive. We expect their owners
may bring them to market sooner rather than later to
capitalize on the currently high market equity (or AuM)
values and low borrowing rates.
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Number of private banks by performance cluster
2019 and 2020
32
5

25
23

2

4

7

8

20

20
19
5

3
19

5

9

16
9
16

5
9
7

11
3

7

10
8

4
7
6
4

2019

2020

Strong
C/I < 70%
Large
Medium
Small

2019

2020

Upper Mid
C/I 70 – 80%

4

2019

2020

Lower Mid
C/I 80 – 90%

2019

2020

Weak
C/I > 90%
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Median bank performance
Large banks experienced exceptional median NNM growth at 3.5% last year, a 1.2 percentage
point increase over 2019. Small banks returned to negative territory.
The median cost-income ratio rose to 85.9% in 2020, a record high and an increase of
6 percentage points. Weak performers crossed 100% – i.e. operating loss – for the first time.
Banks enhanced cost efficiency, with 77% of banks improving their operating expense margins
through lower travel costs and increased personnel expense efficiency. The median operating
expense margin fell to 63bps as a result. Unfortunately, these benefits were outweighed by
a fall in operating income margins at 83% of banks as lower net interest income hit, reducing
the median operating income margin to 81bps.

AuM growth development
12 in%

11.8%

9.8%
10
7.8%
8
5.6%

6

5.2%

4.5%

4
2
0
Percentage of banks
that improved
their AuM growth

2020

2019

2018

17 %
89 %
23 %

0.7%
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

-2
-4

(2.9)% (2.9)%

(3.2)%

Only 17% of banks improved AuM
growth in 2020
Historically, AuM growth has been largely
affected by market developments and the
effects of foreign exchange. While global
equity markets have more than made up
the losses incurred in Q1 2020, positive
market performance was offset by the
weakening of the US dollar against the

(3.0)%

Swiss Franc which had a negative impact on
Swiss banks. In a turbulent 2020, banks
had to rely on NNM to grow AuM. Only
17% of banks reported positive AuM growth
in 2020. This compares to 2019 when 89%
of banks did so following a record-breaking
median AuM growth of 11.8% in 2019,
which was driven by record NNM and
performance growth.
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NNM growth development
in%

2.3%

1.5%
1.4%

1.1%

0.8%
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%
0.3%

0.0%
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

(0.9)%

Large banks performed, small banks
struggled
Median NNM growth slowed to 0.7% in
2020 after a record high of 2.3% in 2019.
Small banks were unable to replicate 2019’s
strong positive median NNM growth of
1.2%, with NNM growth turning negative at
– 0.3%. This contrasts sharply with medium
and large banks that did relatively well in
2020 at 3.0% and 3.5% respectively.
Weak performers returned to negative
NNM growth
Following a strong 2019, Weak performers
returned to negative NNM growth in
2020 at – 0.6%, from 2.3% in 2019, a swing

of – 2.9 percentage points. As a key driver
of poor performance, this will make it
more difficult for these banks to turn
their businesses around if negative NNM
persists.
Onshore presence and Swiss onshore
pays off
Banks – typically large banks – with an
onshore presence in key markets, as well
as those that focus primarily on Swiss
onshore clients, saw median NNM growth
of 3.5% and 3.1% respectively in 2020.
Banks whose business model consists
primarily of an off-shore client base and no
onshore presence in key markets had zero
median NNM growth in 2020.

Percentage of banks
that improved
their Net New Money
growth

2020

2019

2018

52 %
48 %
47 %
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Cost-income ratio development
in%

85.9%

82.8%
81.6%
81.0%

81.0%
79.9%
79.2%

79.1%
78.0%

77.8%

76.6%

2010

Percentage of banks
that improved
their cost-income ratio

2020

2019

2018

41 %
54 %
38 %

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Lower operating expenses unable to
offset reduced net interest income
The median cost-income ratio rose by 6
percentage points to a record high of 85.9%
in 2020, as the fall in operating expenses
was insufficient to offset the fall in operating
income.
Weak and Lower-Mid performers drove
the higher median cost-income ratio
The median cost-income ratio of Weak
performers rose by 6 percentage points to
101.5%, moving them to an operating loss.
The median cost-income ratio of Lower-Mid
performers rose by 2 percentage points to
85.9%.
As Weak (> 90% cost-income ratio) and
Lower-Mid (80% – 90% cost-income ratio)
performers represented almost 63% of
our sample, compared to 49% in 2019,
they were a significant driver of the fall in
the industry’s median cost-income ratio.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Large banks fared best
Large banks maintained a stable median
cost-income ratio (+1 percentage point to
79.9%), while medium and smaller players
struggled (medium: +6 percentage points
to 84.0%; small: +7 percentage points to
90.1%).
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Operating income margin development
in bps
108
105

100

99

98

97
93
90
88

89

81

2010

Percentage of banks
that improved their
operating income margin

2020

2019

2018

17 %
46 %
36 %

2011

2012

2013

2014

Sharpest drop in ten years to 81bps as
83% of banks report declines
The median operating income margin fell by
8bps to 81bps, hitting the lowest level in the
past ten years. The main driver was a 4bps
decrease in the net interest income margin
from 15bps to 11bps. This fell due to the
near-zero interest rate environment in
2020, particularly the 150bps US Federal
Funds rate reduction in March 2020, and
client deleveraging.
Falls in operating income margins were
reported by 83% of banks during 2020
compared with 54% and 64% in 2019 and
2018, respectively.

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Net commission income margin was
stable
Market volatility, particularly in 1H 2020,
drove higher transaction volumes, positively
affecting transaction-related commission
income. This enabled the median net
commission margin – the largest private
banking revenue stream – to remain
relatively stable in 2020 at 47bps with only
a 1bps decline.
Medium banks suffered greatest margin
erosion
Medium banks lost the most operating
income margin from 85bps to 66bps
followed by large banks from 73bps to
66bps, and small banks from 101bps to
93bps.
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Operating expense margin development
in bps
85
81

80

79
77

76
71

72
70

69
63

2010

Percentage of banks
that improved their
operating expense margin

2020

2019

2018

77 %
49 %
52 %

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Median operating expense margin fell
to 63bps, the lowest in ten years
Median operating expense margin fell
by 6bps to 63bps, the lowest level in the
past ten years. This was driven by a
combination of significantly lower general
and administration expenses, and greater
personnel expense efficiency.
Lower travel costs as a result of pandemicrelated restrictions was the key driver of
77% of banks reporting lower margins in
2020.
Personnel expense efficiency
improvements
We stated in previous years that banks must
reduce personnel expenses if they are to
improve profitability, as personnel is the
largest component of operating expenses.
2020 indicates that banks are starting to
do so.
The personnel expense margin fell to
43bps in 2020 as 70% of banks reported
improvements.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

The number of FTEs fell in 2020 for the
first time in five years, for the industry as
a whole and in every size category. This
caused the median AuM per FTE, a key
personnel expense efficiency metric, to hit
a 10-year high at CHF 56m, up 24% from
2015’s CHF 45m.
These personnel expense efficiencies
appear to be driven by digitalization and
other measures taken by banks in recent
years.
Small and weak banks struggle to
improve operating expense margins
Large banks improved their median
operating expense margins by 5bps in 2020
to 52bps, while medium-sized banks
improved theirs by 6bps to 59bps. Small
banks’ median rose by 3bps to 87bps,
however.
Strong banks’ median operating expense
margin is less than half that of Weak
banks (43bps vs 100bps). This suggests
that Strong players need less than half
the resources of Weak players to service
CHF 1bn of AuM.
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RoE development
in%
5.3%
5.1%
4.8%
4.5%
4.3%

4.3%

4.1%

4.2%

4.2%

2018

2019

4.1%

3.6%

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Median RoE remains stable
Median RoE has been fairly stable over the
past two years both at an industry-wide
level and by bank size. However differences
between size clusters remain significant
with large banks median RoE at 6.2%
versus small banks at 1.1%.
More than half of Weak performers are
loss making
Weak performers reported negative median
RoE (– 0.6%) for the first time, meaning
more than half of them are loss making.

2015

2016

2017

2020

Capital ratio convergence
Capital ratios have converged over the past
five years. Smaller banks historically aim for
a higher CET1 ratio for marketing purposes,
while larger players seek to optimize RoE
by keeping CET1 ratio at lower levels.
Large banks have constantly built up their
CET1 capital in recent years, increasing
their CET1 ratio from 19.7% in 2015 to
22.7% in 2020. Small banks have lowered
their capital ratio from 27.0% in 2015 to
25.5% in 2020.

Percentage of banks
that improved
their Return on Equity

2020

2019

2018

42 %
49 %
47 %
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Basis of preparation
Our analysis of the past five years covers 83 Swiss private banks,
representing 84% of the private banking population.

Our definition of a Swiss private bank
For the purpose of this study, a private bank is defined as
a Swiss private bank that holds a full FINMA bank license
and for which a significant proportion of its business is
private wealth management. There were 99 such private
banks as at 31 December 2020.
Only survivor banks are included in our analysis
We have excluded those banks that disappeared in the
past ten years in order to show only the performance of
banks that are still in existence as at the publication date.

83 banks analyzed for the past five years
We analyzed the annual financial statements of Swiss
private banks.
Our ‘Industry performance’ section analyzes 83 banks
over the past two years, while our ‘Median bank
performance’ section analyzes the 83 banks for the five
years 2016 – 2020. Our analysis of the period 2010 – 2015
is based on 73 banks as some banks began to publish
their financial statements only in 2015.
Taking aggregate and median perspectives

Banks specifically excluded from our study

Our performance analysis is presented in two views:

We have excluded the following banks from our study:

• aggregate (by AuM size), contained in the “Industry
performance” section, and

• UBS and Credit Suisse as, if included, the extremely
large size of their businesses would distort the results
and make the analysis overall less meaningful.
• Fourteen banks whose financial statements are not
available.

• median, contained in the “Median bank performance”
section.
The aggregate view sums up individual banks’ financial
information by level of AuM – Large (AuM > CHF25bn),
Medium (AuM CHF5 – 25bn) and Small (AuM < CHF5bn).
It is dominated by the large banks.
The median view takes the middle bank’s KPI value. It
better represents the number of banks in the industry,
which is dominated by small and medium-sized banks
(81% of the banks in our sample).
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Key statistics by bank size
31 December 2020, in%
83

CHF 2,943bn

19%

Key statistics by region
31 December 2020, in%
37,969

83

81%

87%

CHF 2,943bn

37,969

2%

12%

4%

56%

51%

47%
36%

45%

45%

42%

41%

14%
10%
5%

3%

# banks

AuM

FTEs

Large
Medium
Small

Bank size
AuM < CHF 5bn

Medium AuM CHF 5bn – 25bn
Large

AuM

FTEs

Italian-speaking
French-speaking
German-speaking

Glossary
Small

# banks

AuM > CHF 25bn

1H

First half of the year

EUR

Euro

2H

Second half of the year

FTEs

Full-Time Equivalents

7M

First seven months of the year

m/bn

Million/Billion

AuM

Assets under Management

M&A

Mergers & Acquisitions

bps

Basis points (1/100th of 1%)

n/d

Not disclosed

CET1

Common Equity Tier 1

NNM

Net New Money

CHF

Swiss Franc

pp

percentage points

C/I

Cost-income ratio

Q

Quarter

RoE

Return on Equity

USD

US Dollar

COVID-19 Coronavirus disease 2019
ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance
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KPMG Digital Benchmarking Tool
Our proprietary digital benchmarking tool contains data from 94 private banks: 83 Swiss
and 11 Liechtenstein. Banks can use the tool to undertake a detailed comparison with
their peers using unique KPI drill-down capabilities. Our experts can help you identify areas
of performance enhancement for your bank and how they can be delivered practically
and efficiently.

• Our KPI tree contains more than 50 KPIs
across three performance perspectives.
• Each KPI is individually ranked so you can
see exactly where you stand against your
peers and the overall market.
• Color coding enables you to immediately
identify for which KPIs you are better,
comparable or worse than the peer group.
• We can help you elaborate on the
performance drivers by reference to the
various private banking business and
operating models employed in the market.

• Fine tune your peer group with just a few
clicks to enable an enhanced performance
comparison.
• Detailed insights into any KPI can be
obtained by clicking on the respective
KPI tile.
• The 3-year trend is provided for any KPI
against both peer and overall market
performance.
• KPI improvement / deterioration can
be easily assessed from this analytical
perspective.

Clarity on Performance of Swiss Private Banks
Appendix

Please contact us to understand how our
benchmarking tool can help you enhance
understanding and performance.

Christian Hintermann
Partner, Financial Services
chintermann@kpmg.com

Kevin Cloughesy
Director, Financial Services
kcloughesy@kpmg.com
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“Clarity on” publications
This series of publications from KPMG Switzerland provides insights, analyzes and
studies on a range of topics. All publications are available online. For more information,
please contact kpmgpublications@kpmg.com
Latest issues

Clarity on
kpmg.ch/clarity-on

Blogs & podcasts
KPMG Voice

KPMG Expert Talk

Thought Leadership and insights on regional and global business
issues from KPMG Switzerland’s subject matter experts.

Podcasts addressing some of the most pressing issues
and opportunities of today’s business world.

kpmg.ch/voice

kpmg.ch/podcast
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